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A B S T R A C T

Repair of injured skeletal muscle is a sophisticated process that uses immune, muscle, perivascular, and neural
cells. In acute injury, the robust endogenous repair process can facilitate complete regeneration with little to no
functional deficit. However, in severe injury, the damage is beyond the capacity for self-repair, often resulting in
structural and functional deficits. Aside from the insufficiencies in muscle function, the aesthetic deficits can
impact quality of life. Current clinical treatments are significantly limited in their capacity to structurally and
functionally repair the damaged skeletal muscle. Therefore, alternative approaches are needed. Biomaterial
therapies for skeletal muscle engineering have leveraged natural materials with sophisticated scaffold fabrication
techniques to guide cell infiltration, alignment, and differentiation. Advances in biomaterials paired with a
standardized and rigorous assessment of resulting tissue formation have greatly advanced the field of skeletal
muscle engineering in the last several years. Herein, we discuss the current trends in biomaterials-based therapies
for skeletal muscle regeneration and present the obstacles still to be overcome before clinical translation is
possible. With millions of people affected by muscle trauma each year, the development of a therapy that can
repair the structural and functional deficits after severe muscle injury is pivotal.
1. Introduction

Skeletal muscle comprises more than 40% of the adult human body by
mass and is responsible for supporting the skeletal system and generating
contractile forces responsible for movement. Owing to its relatively su-
perficial location, it is prone to injury. Contusions and strains as a result
of exercise and lacerations due to surgical procedures on underlying
tissues are common sources of muscle injury. Fortunately, skeletal muscle
has a high endogenous capacity for self-repair in acute injuries. Satellite
cells are activated in response to injury and trigger a dynamic cell
signaling cascade to repair minor muscle injuries with little to no func-
tional deficit. In the case of severe injury, however, the signaling cascade
is overwhelmed, leading to a persistent pro-inflammatory microenvi-
ronment and fibrosis or fatty muscle deposits with significant functional
deficits [1,2]. Volumetric muscle loss (VML) after sport- or
military-related trauma or surgical intervention results in significant
long-term structural and functional deficits. These injuries often impair
not only the injured muscle, but also the surrounding muscle and the
underlying musculoskeletal system, resulting in a compound reduction in
function. Musculoskeletal injuries constitute more than 50% of all
Department of Defense disabilities and approximately 35–55% of all
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sports-induced injuries, resulting in approximately 4.5 million recon-
structive surgeries per year [3].

Clinically, the treatment options for VML involve the transfer of an
autologous muscle flap paired with physical therapy. The muscle flap
contains vasculature to assist with integration into the defect site [4,5].
However, autografts are significantly limited by the amount of tissue that
can be harvested and are often associated with donor site morbidity. As a
result, autologous muscle flaps often produce limited structural repair
and little to no increase in functional repair. Some biologics-based
products have been FDA-regulated for soft tissue reinforcement, but no
products have been approved for the reconstruction and repair of skeletal
muscle. Because of these obstacles, tissue engineers have stepped in to
bridge the gap. In the last several years, biomaterials for skeletal muscle
engineering have taken large strides toward a therapy to repair skeletal
muscle structure and function after severe injury. The recent advances in
biomaterial-based strategies provide hope that the field is close to
translating a product into the clinic for skeletal muscle regeneration.

Through advancements in biomaterials science, scaffold fabrication
techniques, and adaptations of decellularized tissues, amazing trans-
lational research is ongoing and advancing the field of skeletal muscle
engineering. Scaffold fabrication techniques such as electrospinning and
in Street, MS-142, Houston, TX, 77030, USA.
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3D printing are being combined to create complex, multimaterial con-
structs with sophisticated architecture and physicochemical properties
that were unachievable a decade ago. In addition, hybrid biomaterials
and decellularized skeletal muscle have been utilized in new ways that
further promote myogenesis as well as angiogenesis and neurogenesis,
processes that have often been overlooked but are essential to muscle
regeneration. Vasculature is needed to facilitate construct integration
with the defect site and provide nutrient and waste exchange to the
regenerating tissue, and formation of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) is
essential to reinnervate regrown tissue. In addition, it was discovered
that pro-angiogenic and pro-neurogenic growth factors participate in
myogenic, angiogenic, and neurogenic crosstalk, resulting in synergistic
effects [6–8]. Therefore, it is extremely important that skeletal muscle
therapies incorporate strategies to activate these pathways.

The surge in groundbreaking research in the field of biomaterials-
based skeletal muscle research in the last decade has motivated this re-
view. First, an overview of the natural response to skeletal muscle injury
will be discussed. The material properties that are important for skeletal
muscle biomaterial therapies and the ways in which tissue engineering
commonly uses them will then be reviewed. Next, recent advances in
biomaterial-based systems for skeletal muscle engineering will be
examined, followed by a platform for assessing myogenesis and skeletal
muscle regeneration. Finally, some of the obstacles still facing the field
will be presented. Skeletal muscle regeneration is a complex process that
relies on a number of cell types, signaling molecules, architectural cues,
and physicochemical properties to be successful. However, the field has
never been so close to translating therapies into the clinic to structurally
and functionally repair muscle.

2. Skeletal muscle physiology

Skeletal muscle is a sophisticated system of muscle fibers acting
together to produce a contractile force and support body movement. It
relies heavily on a network of vasculature and peripheral nerves to
provide nutrients and innervate contractions, respectively. Skeletal
muscle is made up of muscle fascicles, which are individual bundles of
myofibers that can be stimulated together via NMJs to contract [9–11].
Muscle fibers are the smallest skeletal muscle unit, and each one is
innervated by axons from the nervous system to contract. During myo-
genesis, myoblasts, skeletal muscle precursor cells, break out of their
normal cell cycle and begin to express muscle-specific genes [12–14].
Upon differentiation, the cells begin to fuse to form newmyotubes or add
to existing myotubes.

Skeletal muscle has a high potential for self-repair in acute injuries.
Mononucleated, multipotent satellite cells reside in mature skeletal
muscle fibers between the sarcolemma and the basement membrane
[15]. Satellite cells exist in a quiescent state and are activated to prolif-
erate in response to injury to replenish the satellite cell population or give
rise to myoblasts to form newmyotubes or fuse to existing myofibers [12,
13,16,17]. Most acute injuries follow a similar pattern of repair—the
degeneration/inflammatory phase, the repair phase, the remodeling
phase.

Each phase of the repair process is marked by the infiltration of
different cell types. At the occurrence of injury, damaged myofibers
rupture and undergo necrosis, releasing cellular contents and chemo-
kines initiating the degeneration/inflammatory phase. Fibroadipogenic
progenitors are also activated to initiate muscle regeneration. However,
in instances of VML, these cells can cause fibrosis and fatty tissue de-
posits, impeding muscle function [18,19]. Resident mast cells and neu-
trophils are then recruited to begin clearing the damaged tissue at the site
of injury [14,20,21]. The resident immune cells in turn release cytokines
and complement proteins, which activate the complement immune sys-
tem [22]. The complement proteins recruit neutrophils and macrophages
in the bloodstream to the site of injury to clear microbes and damaged
tissue. Furthermore, the immune cells can activate a cascade of cell re-
sponses and release tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) that can induce the
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quiescent satellite cells to enter the cell cycle, thus beginning the repair
phase [23,24].

Macrophages and satellite cells play a critical role in the repair phase.
It has been reported that macrophages begin to appear in the lesion site
approximately 24 h after the onset of the injury [25,26]. The repair phase
first involves the activation of M1 macrophages, which are
pro-inflammatory cells primarily responsible for removing muscle cell
debris and secreting cytokines. M1 macrophages also express nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS), which in turn leads to the production of reactive free
radical nitric oxide (NO). M1 macrophages can regulate the concentra-
tion of NO released, which can initiate apoptosis in damaged cells [14,
27]. There are many important cytokines that are involved in the repair
phase, among which are TNF-α and interleukin (IL)-6. TNF-α and IL-6
have been suggested to play important roles in the proliferation, differ-
entiation, and regeneration of skeletal muscle cells. Once muscle cells
have sufficiently proliferated, the cells begin to differentiate and fuse into
myotubes. It is at this point that M2 macrophages are activated and
become the dominant macrophage present. M2 macrophages express
anti-inflammatory cytokines to decrease the inflammatory response at
the site of injury. In addition, M2 macrophages have been thought to
promote muscle cell fusion into myotubes [27–29]. As myotubes form
and muscle begins to repair itself, it is also revascularized and reinner-
vated. The formation of new blood vessels begins almost immediately
after muscle injury. The formation of NMJs, however, is a long process
that is not completed until muscle fibers are repaired, a process that can
take two to three weeks in acute injuries [17]. There have been many
reports on the crosstalk between pro-myogenic, pro-angiogenic, and
pro-neurogenic growth factors and their roles in muscle regeneration
[30–34]. For example, vascular endothelial growth factor, a
pro-angiogenic growth factor, has been shown to increase myogenesis
and neurogenesis in addition promoting angiogenesis.

Once new myotubes are formed, they begin to fuse with existing
myofibers, which marks the start of the remodeling phase. After injury,
gaps exist between myofibers. Cells quickly deposit extracellular matrix
(ECM), which is easily invaded by fibroblasts [35]. Fibrosis and resulting
scar formation are then observed at the injury site. As the muscle fibers
repair and begin to contract together, the scar is remodeled and depleted
[36]. In acute injuries, damagedmuscle will completely heal and begin to
regain its contractile function. In severe injuries, such as VML, these
endogenous mechanisms are not sufficient, and the signaling cascade is
overwhelmed, resulting in a prolonged pro-inflammatory microenvi-
ronment that leads to excessive fibrosis and scar formation.

3. Properties that are desirable for skeletal muscle regenerative
therapies

Due to the great need for therapies that adequately restore skeletal
muscle structure and function after severe trauma and the clinical limi-
tations of existing therapies, scientists have turned to tissue engineering
efforts. Biomaterials for skeletal muscle tissue engineering should possess
a number of favorable properties to effectively guide muscle regenera-
tion. Among the most important properties are porosity, aligned archi-
tecture, and the presence of biochemical cues (Fig. 1). These material
characteristics influence other physicochemical properties, including
tensile modulus and degradation kinetics, which are important for sup-
porting skeletal muscle regeneration. In an ideal system, the biome-
chanical cues of the engineered construct would mimic native tissue to
avoid mechanical mismatch and support tissue function. Biodegradable
scaffolds are also advantageous to allow for tissue reconstruction—the
scaffold should degrade at approximately the same rate as new tissue is
formed. In addition, many studies have shown the benefit of using
injectable systems for the delivery of cells and biomaterials to the site of
injury.

Fabricating a porous and interconnected scaffold is advantageous in
several tissue engineering applications because it allows cells to migrate
and further proliferate to fill the full depth of the construct. It also allows



Fig. 1. Key properties for skeletal muscle regenerative therapies. Scaffolds for
skeletal muscle engineering should incorporate one or more key properties to
successfully recruit, align, and promote differentiation of myogenic cells.
Porosity is essential for proper nutrient and waste transport. Aligned topo-
graphical cues are important to promote myotube alignment. Bioactive mole-
cules aid in cell recruitment, proliferation, and differentiation for muscle
regeneration. In addition, injectable systems are minimally invasive and shorten
recovery time after surgical intervention.
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for the ingrowth of vasculature to support the delivery of essential nu-
trients and the removal of waste [37]. Traditional techniques for incor-
porating pores into a biomaterial often involve the use of leachable or gas
porogens or freeze drying. Leachable porogens utilize salt [38,39] or
sugar [40,41] that can dissolve in water or alcohol solvents after scaffold
fabrication. The size and concentration of the porogen dictates the size of
the pore and the overall porosity, respectively. Gas can also be an
effective porogen and avoids the use of harsh solvents that may be
needed to leach salt/sugar from a biomaterial. Unlike porogen leaching,
pore fabricated by this method are incorporated into the system during
scaffold fabrication through chemical or physical processes [42,43].
Finally, porous foams can be produced through freeze-drying techniques.
Control of the freezing temperature and polymer concentration can be
used to modulate the porosity of the resulting foams [3]. Furthermore,
techniques have been developed to fabricate aligned structures by con-
trolling the temperature gradient of the polymer scaffold during freezing
[44]. In addition to techniques of incorporating pores into the biomate-
rial, many scaffold fabrication techniques exist to integrate pores into the
architecture of the bulk scaffold. Electrospinning, 3D printing, and
micromolding have been used to create porous scaffolds for tissue engi-
neering applications [45–47].

Replicating the highly aligned architecture of skeletal muscle is also
very important in guiding myotube alignment during myogenesis [48].
Many approaches have been used to fabricate aligned substrates for cells
to grow along, the most common of which are electrospinning, 3D
printing, andmicromolding. Each of these techniques will be discussed in
detail in later sections. However, ensuring proper substrate patterning to
provide essential cues to promote the alignment of myotubes is critical
for the effective regeneration of skeletal muscle. Skeletal muscle's highly
aligned architecture is key to its production of contractile force and
should be replicated in tissue engineering strategies [3].

Although many early strategies for muscle regeneration relied on
poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) for its electrically conductive properties,
recent strategies have turned to natural polymers to provide key
biochemical cues necessary for cell attachment, proliferation, and
myogenic differentiation. The incorporation of ECM components into
biomaterial systems has shown great promise in the field. As the most
abundant ECM component in skeletal muscle, collagen is widely used to
improve biomaterial bioactivity and regulation of myogenic
3

differentiation [49–51]. In addition, the use of decellularized tissues has
also become more widely used to allow for better replication of the
skeletal muscle microenvironment through the incorporation of native
proteins and growth factors. These materials will be discussed further in
later sections. However, there is a clear need for the incorporation of
ECM components into skeletal muscle therapies. Many scientists are
moving to naturally derived biomaterial systems or hybrid systems that
incorporate a natural material to promote cell adhesion and differentia-
tion and a synthetic material to control physicochemical properties.

Finally, many scientists have taken approaches to incorporate
injectable systems into their regenerative strategies. Injectable systems
are attractive because they are minimally invasive, allow for decreased
patient recovery time, flow to fill the defect site, and reduce the risk of
surgical site infection [52]. Many of the injectable strategies used for
skeletal muscle engineering rely on a thermoresponsive hydrogel systems
that gel at physiological temperatures, allowing cells/biomaterials to be
dispensed through a syringe and deposit around the site of injury
[53–55]. Although these strategies are limited in their ability to deliver
some of the other key properties of a desirable skeletal muscle therapy,
namely the highly aligned microarchitecture, an injectable system has
many clinical advantages that can be applied in a number of skeletal
muscle engineering applications.

4. Approaches to skeletal muscle tissue engineering

Several different approaches have been developed to regenerate
skeletal muscle, but they can be classified into three main groups—in
vitro, in vivo, and in situ muscle engineering (Fig. 2). Each of these ap-
proaches has advantages and limitations. In vitro skeletal muscle engi-
neering typically involves growing and differentiating cells into
myotubes, then further conditioning the tissue construct, often in a
bioreactor, before implantation. The cells selected for these systems often
include a coculture of cell types or multipotent cells to achieve blood
vessel and NMJs formation [56–59]. The advantages of this system are
that functional skeletal muscle constructs should integrate into the host
defect site and increase muscle healing and contractile function rapidly
compared with other approaches. The main limitations of this strategy
are the construct size and complexity that can be successfully achieved in
vitro. Due to the high cell density required to induce differentiation into
aligned myotubes, it is difficult to grow the large constructs needed to
repair VML defects in vitro. Furthermore, successful vascularization is key
to support nutrient delivery to the high number of metabolically active
cells. Even when mechanical and electrical stimulation are applied to
cells within a bioreactor, sufficient vascularization and regeneration of
NMJs are very challenging processes to achieve in vitro [13]. Finally, the
cells and biomaterials that are selected for in vitro skeletal muscle engi-
neering should be compatible with the host into which the final construct
will be implanted. This can be a challenge because many primary cells,
such as satellite cells, can be difficult to differentiate in vitro or may
behave differently in vitro than they would in vivo [60].

Due to the challenges of in vitro muscle engineering, many therapies
turn to in vivomuscle engineering, which employs cell-laden biomaterials
similar to in vitro engineering; however, constructs are implanted without
extensive preconditioning and allowed to differentiate in vivo at the
injury site. This strategy relies on the cell-laden construct to stimulate the
complex local microenvironment to further infiltrate with appropriate
cells and biochemical cues to induce regeneration of muscle, vasculature,
and NMJs. The main advantages of this system are that the therapy is
much less complicated and costly due to limited manipulation of cells
before implantation and relies on the host local microenvironment to
facilitate regeneration. In addition, many studies have shown that cell-
laden biomaterials increased muscle regeneration compared to the
biomaterial alone [61–63]. However, a limitation of this strategy is that
the less densely packed and undifferentiated cells are more vulnerable
rupture by the host immune response, leading to reduced viability of
delivered cells.



Fig. 2. Tissue engineering approaches to
regenerate skeletal muscle. In vitro engi-
neering utilizes a preconditioned cell-
laden construct to increase cell survival
and promote greater graft integration
and reinnervation. In vivo engineering
leverages cells with other scaffold cues
to promote host cell infiltration and in-
crease the initiation of tissue regenera-
tion. In situ engineering uses an acellular
construct and relies on the topograph-
ical, biochemical, and physicochemical
cues from the biomaterials to promote
cell infiltration and tissue regeneration.

Table 1
Examples of scaffold types used in each skeletal muscle tissue engineering
approach.

Scaffold type Tissue engineering approach Reference

In vitro In vivo In situ

Synthetic X [46]
Natural X X X [61,63,65,85,86,98,110]
Hybrid X X [74,91,111]
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The final strategy, in situ muscle engineering, relies on the physico-
chemical and biochemical cues of an acellular biomaterial to stimulate
the infiltration of local cells from the injury site and induce muscle,
vasculature, and NMJ regeneration. This strategy is becoming more
attractive as advances are made in biomaterial science and scaffold
fabrication techniques [64,65]. The main advantage of this strategy is
that the fabricated construct can be used as an off-the-shelf product for
physicians. However, the biomaterial requires greater complexity to
guide tissue infiltration and differentiation compared to the other stra-
tegies, requiring significant research and understanding of the in-
teractions between the biomaterial and the native healing response. For
this reason, the key biomaterial properties for skeletal muscle engi-
neering (Fig. 1) are of great importance to incorporate into in situ engi-
neering systems.

Recent advances in biomaterials-based strategies for skeletal muscle
tissue engineering are discussed below. Table 1 highlights select studies
from the research discussed to provide examples of the types of materials
used in each of the three skeletal muscle tissue engineering approaches.
This table does not reflect an exhaustive literature search based on the
three approaches and does not reflect the proportion of synthetic, natu-
ral, and hybrid materials utilized for each approach. In addition, it is
4

worth mentioning that many scaffold-less strategies, such as spheroids
and cell sheet therapies, also exist and have advanced the field of skeletal
muscle tissue engineering. Previous reviews have explored scaffold-free
strategies for skeletal muscle tissue engineering [13,66,67].

5. Biomaterial therapies

5.1. Electrospun scaffolds

Electrospinning is an attractive platform for several tissue engineer-
ing applications because it is a high throughput method of fabricating
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micro- and nano-scale fibers that resemble the architecture of ECM
(Table 2). Electrospinning works by creating an electrical field between a
depositing needle and a collector. An electrically conductive and volatile
solvent is advantageous and should be chosen based on polymer
compatibility. In addition, fibers can be easily aligned by collecting onto
a rotating mandrel, and the degree of alignment can be manipulated by
adjusting the rotating speed of the collector. Under appropriate condi-
tions, as the polymer solution is pushed through the needle, the elec-
trostatic forces will overcome the surface tension in the needle, creating a
polymer jet. As the jet moves toward the ground or negatively charged
collector, a whipping action occurs, allowing the solvent to evaporate
and polymer fibers to collect in individual layers. As biomaterials science
has evolved, methods have adapted to allow more polymers to be
compatible with electrospinning.

Synthetic materials with electrically conductive properties have been
used widely as electrospun scaffolds for skeletal muscle engineering to
promote formation of NMJs and restoration of contractile force. In
addition, the tensile mechanical properties of synthetic materials can be
more easily modulated than natural materials to mimic the native me-
chanical properties of skeletal muscle. Although nanofiber scaffolds are
used in many skeletal muscle applications because of their high surface
area, Narayanan et al. explored the effects of poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA) fiber diameter on myogenic differentiation in vitro and in vivo
[68]. PLGA is an advantageous synthetic polymer because the ratio of
lactide to glycolide can be modulated to control mechanical properties
and degradation kinetics. In this study, an 85:15 (lactide:glycolide) was
used to produce aligned fibers between 300 nm and 3 μm. Over the
course of their study, they found that the larger fibers (3 μm) supported
increased cell differentiation and alignment in vitro compared with
smaller nano-scale fibers. They attributed these findings to the higher cell
density that they were able to achieve via greater cell infiltration due to
Table 2
A comparison of the advantages and limitations of the main scaffold fabrication
techniques utilized in the field of biomaterial-based skeletal muscle tissue
engineering.

Scaffold
Fabrication
technique

Advantage Limitation

Electrospinning ─ High throughput
─ ECM-scale fiber

diameter
─ Control over fiber

alignment
─ High resolution
─ High porosity
─ Enables incorporation

of multiple materials
─ Compatible with wide

library of biomaterials

─ Low z-resolution achievable
through conventional setups

─ Small pore size
─ Low full-thickness cell

infiltration

Injectable Systems ─ Minimally invasive
─ Form to irregular

defect geometries

─ Low control of architecture
─ Low bulk scaffold porosity
─ Low control of bulk scaffold

properties
─ Confined to self-healing

hydrogels
Mold-cast Systems ─ High degree of

reproducibility
─ Control over

architecture
─ Compatible with wide

range of hydrogels

─ Feature resolution dependent
on mold fabrication

─ Little control over material
patterning

Extrusion 3D
Printing

─ High control over
architecture

─ Control of pore size
─ Control of porosity
─ Can achieve large free-

form structures
─ Enables multimaterial

patterning

─ Compatible only with
relatively high viscosity
bioinks

─ High shear stress on cells
─ Relatively large fibers can

prevent nutrient transport to
encapsulated cells
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larger pore size. It should be noted that other studies have found that
pores should remain smaller than 20 μm to keep cells growing together
on the scaffold rather than allowing them to grow along the side of the
fiber [68,69]. While the effects of fiber diameter were not evaluated in
vivo, the authors did implant their largest fiber diameter scaffolds seeded
with myoblasts into a dystrophin mouse model and observed cell dif-
ferentiation and integration with the injury site after 3 weeks. In a similar
way, Bloise et al. used poly(butylene1,4-cyclohexandicarboxylate-
co-triethylene cyclohexanedicarboxylate) [P(BCE-co-TECE)] as a
tunable synthetic material [70]. Increasing the concentration of ether
linkages present in the copolymer impacted hydrophilicity, mechanical
properties, and degradation kinetics. They also used this copolymer to
study the effects of fiber diameter on myogenic differentiation in vitro and
in vivo. The authors observed that the higher the TECE concentration in
the copolymer, the lower the mechanical properties, and the greater the
proliferation rate of C2C12 cells in vitro. While the tensile modulus was
still much higher than values reported for skeletal muscle (~10 kPa),
they were able to modulate the polymer stiffness within the range of soft
tissues. In addition, they found that low micron-sized fibers promoted
myogenic differentiation better than nano-sized fibers, which supports
the findings discussed previously. Also similar to the aforementioned
study, the authors implanted the micron-size, TECE-rich scaffolds into
tibialis anterior (TA) defects within a mouse model. After 6 weeks, tissue
explants were analyzed, and some neovascularization was observed.
However, most of the infiltrating cells were immune cells. While both of
these studies provided useful insight and demonstrated the effects of
fiber diameter and mechanical properties on myogenic differentiation,
the influence of pore size and fiber diameter still needs to be studied in
more depth. Specifically, the fiber and pore size range that allows for
effective infiltration, growth, and differentiation of myogenic, angio-
genic, and neurogenic precursor cells in vivo should be more extensively
characterized.

One of the big limitations of electrospun scaffolds is the ability for
cells to infiltrate the full thickness of the scaffold [71]. Although elec-
trospun scaffolds are typically very porous and interconnected, the pore
size is often small, particularly for aligned scaffolds needed for muscle
engineering. One of the ways that this is addressed is by creating meshes
in the higher end of the nano-scale range, as mentioned previously, to
decrease the fiber density and allow more space for cells to migrate.
Another approach that can be taken to promote cell infiltration is
incorporating biological cues into electrospun scaffolds. Natural polymer
and hybrid scaffolds have gained a lot of popularity in recent years.
Manchineella et al. utilized a silk fibroin/melanin composite to leverage
the antioxidant and conductive properties of melanin with the bioactive
properties of silk in a highly aligned electrospun scaffold to promote
myoblast differentiation and assembly into aligned myotubes [72]. They
found that the composite greatly outperformed the silk scaffolds in vitro,
in part by reducing the oxidative stress experienced by myoblasts in
culture, which has been shown to impair myogenesis [73]. Liu et al. also
developed a composite to increase cell proliferation and differentiation
[74]. They developed a hybrid electrospun composite from PCL and
mussel-inspired poly(norepinephrine), which was shown to increase
bioactivity compared to PCL alone and inhibit myostatin expression, thus
increasing cell proliferation in vivo in a VML model. Through their
studies, they found that poly(norepinephrine)-coated scaffolds induced
greater myogenic differentiation in vitro and in vivo, and small
micron-scale fibers (2 μm) performed better than larger fibers (10 μm),
further supporting the importance of fiber diameter and resulting pore
size in electrospun scaffolds.

In addition to the incorporation of bioactive factors, the incorporation
of cells has been a promising area of research for skeletal muscle engi-
neering. As mentioned previously, in vitro, in vivo, and in situ skeletal
muscle engineering approaches have been applied with hopes of pro-
moting muscle regeneration. Gilbert-Honick et al. compared these stra-
tegies using an acellular electrospun fibrin scaffold, a mouse C2C12
myoblast-laden fibrin composite, and a prevascularized fibrin construct
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conditioned with human adipose-derived stem cells [63]. To achieve
these comparisons, an immunodeficient mouse VML model was used.
Interestingly, the authors found that the contractile function was restored
in the acellular and C2C12-laden groups after 2 weeks, whereas only the
C2C12-laden group showed dense myofiber regeneration and restoration
of muscle volume at this point. The recovery was expedited in this model
compared with other literature surveyed, whichmay be due to the lack of
immune cells and the variation from the normal injury response. How-
ever, this study provided insight into the different engineering
approaches.

Another promising approach to increasing cell infiltration is cell
electrospinning, which combines cells into the electrospun scaffold as it
is fabricated. Yeo et al. developed a method to electrospin cells encap-
sulated in an alginate/poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) copolymer [75]. The
obstacles of this method are the selection of polymers, electrospinning
solvents, and electrospinning parameters that are cell-compatible for the
multiple hours that it takes to fabricate an electrospun scaffold. To aid in
this process, the authors electrospun onto a PCL strut to provide robust
mechanical properties to their system. The authors observed high cell
viability after scaffold fabrication and found that their system effectively
induced cell alignment and myogenic differentiation throughout their
constructs. In a similar fashion, Guo et al. developed a cell electro-
spinning system that encapsulated cell aggregates into a fibrin/PEO
copolymer to form highly aligned cell-ladenmicrofiber bundles [76]. The
authors used a wet electrospinning rotating collection bath filled with
thrombin and CaCl2 to crosslink the cell-laden polymer fibers in situ.
Although the authors found that encapsulating cell aggregates increased
cell viability in the fabricated constructs compared with monodispersed
cells, the regenerative capacity of the encapsulated cells was low
compared with cells seeded postfabrication, resulting in low fusion
index. While additional research needs to be conducted, combining cells
into electrospun scaffolds during fabrication may overcome the limita-
tion of cell infiltration into the full depth of electrospun scaffolds.
Although other practical limitations exist in using electrospun systems to
repair muscle, efforts are ongoing to overcome them, and electrospinning
remains a viable option to mimic the muscle's sophisticated hierarchical
structure.

5.2. Injectable hydrogels

Minimally invasive strategies for tissue regeneration have many
important advantages, including lower risk of surgical site infection and
lower surgical site recovery time. The use of injectable hydrogels, which
often possess self-healing and/or thermoresponsive properties, allows for
biomaterials to be delivered through a syringe and contour around the
site of injury to fill in irregular defect volumes. Injectable systems have
been developed extensively for cardiac muscle applications because of
the high risk associated with invasive heart surgeries [77–79]. Although
less focus has been given to injectable systems for skeletal muscle
regeneration, the advantages are still worth investigating (Table 2). Guo
et al. developed an injectable hydrogel composed of dextran grafted to
tetraaniline and N-carboxyethyl chitosan (DEX-AT/CECS) for the mini-
mally invasive repair of skeletal muscle [80]. The injected copolymer
system formed a gel within 2 min after subcutaneous injection into a rat
model, and dynamically crosslinked within 10 min. The dynamic Schiff
base bonds derived from the tetraaniline and the N-carboxyethyl chito-
san provided rapid self-healing properties to the hydrogel system, which
is advantageous for injectable systems. In addition, the copolymer
possessed inherent conductive properties, which are advantageous in
skeletal muscle therapies. Within 1 week of implantation in a rat VML
model, the authors observed the presence of myofibers in the
DEX-AT/CECS hydrogels, while DEX/CECS and untreated groups showed
minimal myogenic differentiation. Upon further examination after 4
weeks, the authors observed further myofiber generation in the
DEX-AT/CECS hydrogel group and minimal generation in the DEX/CECS
and the untreated groups. Although extensive analysis was not performed
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on the volumetric muscle regeneration, revascularization, or the con-
tractile function, this preliminary study shows the potential for this
system to be used as an injectable skeletal muscle therapy.

Another exciting direction for injectable therapies is their use in
tandem with bioactive factors. Passipieri et al. conducted an extensive
study on the use of an injectable keratin hydrogel alone and as a delivery
vehicle for growth factors and skeletal muscle progenitor cells for the
regeneration of skeletal muscle [61]. The authors compared their keratin
groups to a no repair group (negative control) and a bladder acellular
matrix group (positive control), which they have studied previously for
muscle repair. Surprisingly, they found that keratin alone and keratin
loaded with insulin-like growth factor 1 and basic fibroblast growth
factor outperformed all other groups, including keratin loaded with cells.
This was a very advantageous finding, as the successful constructs could
have applications as an off-the-shelf, injectable therapy for skeletal
muscle engineering. The authors used restoration of contractile function
as their main metric, as this analysis encompasses muscle volume
restoration as well as functional restoration of NMJs. The authors
observed approximately 70% functional recovery in the keratin alone
and keratin/growth factor groups, whereas the other groups resulted in
less than 60% functional recovery after 12 weeks in vivo in a VML model.
In addition, the authors found that keratin alone and keratin/growth
factor groups produced an abundance of newly formed myofibers and
blood vessels. Although there are still limitations in the tunability of
injectable systems, this study provides new insights into the possibilities
for in situ muscle engineering and the use of injectable hydrogels in
skeletal muscle applications.

5.3. Mold-cast scaffolds

While porosity can be incorporated into injectable hydrogels, control
over architecture and mechanical properties can be difficult to modulate
in injectable systems. Hydrogels are advantageous biomaterials in a
number of tissue engineering applications because they are mostly water,
similar to tissues, allowing them to integrate with the site of injury; they
more easily fill large volumes than electrospun scaffolds; and their hy-
drophilic nature makes them excellent candidates as drug and cell de-
livery vehicles [81]. To better control architecture and physicochemical
properties, many engineers use molds to forms their scaffolds, allowing
flexibility to modify the constructs post-after fabrication before implan-
tation. Shah et al. used a mold to encase parallel, aligned glass fibers in a
collagen hydrogel containing cells [82]. The authors observed that the
stiffer glass fibers promoted cell anchoring and alignment, whereas the
compliant collagen hydrogel provided biochemical cues to support cell
differentiation and degradation kinetics aligning with tissue replacement
in vivo. In addition, they found that a more compliant hydrogel was
necessary to support muscle contractions and recovery from the tensile
forces experienced in the regenerating tissue.

As the field of 3D printing has advanced, molds for casting bio-
materials have become more easily accessible and more complex con-
figurations have become possible to overcome some of the limitations of
mold-casting (Table 2). These sophisticated molds have allowed hydrogel
formation to be combined with other scaffold fabrication techniques.
Chen et al. used 3D printing to deposit water onto a cooled platform to
form parallel strands of ice [50]. A collagen hydrogel was then cast on top
of the ice mold to formmicrogrooves in the resulting biological hydrogel.
The authors found that hydrogels with larger (200–300 μm), concave
microgrooves promoted better cell alignment than smaller microgrooves
(~100 μm). However, no difference was observed in myogenic gene
expression. In a similar manner, Wang et al. utilized multiple scaffold
fabrication techniques, using a sophisticated system of wet electro-
spinning paired with mold-casting to fabricate nanofiber cores encap-
sulated in a hydrogel shell [83]. By wet electrospinning a blend of PCL,
silk fibroin, and polyaniline (PANI), the authors were able to lift the
nanofibers with a rotating receptor, forming aligned copolymer yarn. The
polymer strands were then fed into a mold containing PDMS patterned
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channels, into which a photocurable poly(ethylene glycol-co-glycerol
sebacate) could be injected and crosslinked to form a shell around the
electrospun core. Similar to the collagen encapsulated glass fiber study
discussed previously, the authors observed that seeding cells on the
electrospun yarn before applying the hydrogel shell allowed for cell
attachment and alignment along the electrospun fibers, and that the
compliant shell hydrogel further supported myogenic differentiation.
Unfortunately, PANI is a nonbiodegradable polymer, and its use is not
ideal for skeletal muscle engineering, where the biomaterial scaffold
should degrade at approximately the same rate that new tissue grows to
replace it. Although mold-casting techniques still have practical limita-
tions, such as resolution and patterning of multiple materials that can be
appropriately recovered frommolds, the development of soft lithography
systems has drastically improved the fidelity of constructs that can be
fabricated with mold-casting.

5.4. 3D-printed scaffolds

Although advances in 3D printing have allowed for fabrication of
more sophisticated molds to cast polymers, they have also facilitated the
development of multimaterial and spaciotemporal patterning strategies
to produce high-resolution constructs that cannot be fabricate by other
means (Table 2). There are many different types of 3D printing—inkjet-
based, extrusion-based, and light-based printing—that should be utilized
based on material properties (viscosity, photosensitivity) and intended
application. Each of these printing strategies has advantages and disad-
vantages. In short, inkjet-based printing is a low-cost, high-speed method
of printing but is compatible with mostly low viscosity bioinks, which in
turn limits the z-resolution achievable. Extrusion-based printing can be
used to achieve large, freeform structures with the flexibility to incor-
porate multiple materials, cells, and bioactive molecules, but it requires
relatively high-viscosity bioinks and results in higher shear stress and
lower resolution compared with the other methods, which can have
implications in cell printing. Higher shear stress on encapsulated cells
leads to membrane stress and lower cell viability. Finally, light-based
printing yields high resolution constructs with high shape fidelity and
is compatible with a range of biomaterial viscosities but can be expensive
compared with the alternative printing methods and is only compatible
with photosensitive materials. Each of these printing methods has unique
qualities and together, they can be leveraged to advance the field of
tissue engineering. In addition, 3D printing muscle cells allows them to
elongate and align in the direction they are printed, which expands
possibilities for cell patterning and cell histoarchitecture for skeletal
muscle engineering [84].

Extrusion-based 3D printing has been utilized in most scaffold
printing for skeletal muscle tissue engineering applications. However,
one of the big limitations of encapsulating cells in hydrogels through
mold-cast or 3D-printing methods is the adequate nutrient transport to
cells in the center of hydrogels/fibers. Kim et al. leveraged extrusion-
based 3D cell printing with the native structural and biochemical cues
from fibrin to promote muscle cell alignment and differentiation [85].
The authors aimed to demonstrate the effectiveness of cell printing in
guiding cell alignment, so they conducted a comparative study of
3D-printed constructs and mold-casted constructs. By incorporating
sacrificial gelatin hydrogels into their 3D-printed system, they produced
microchannels to facilitate proper nutrient and waste transport and PCL
support pillars to provide mechanical stability. The authors observed
increased cell alignment in 3D-printed constructs compared with
mold-casted hydrogels. They also found that printed cells were highly
viable and differentiated by day 9 in culture, whereas casted cells were
predominately dead by day 5. The constructs were further examined in
vivo in a rat VML model. The authors found that the 3D-printed,
cell-laden constructs had significantly increased regenerated muscle
volume and restored contractile force (~85%) at 8 weeks compared with
treatment with casted hydrogels with and without cells. Furthermore, the
regenerated muscle formed in the 3D-printed groups showed evidence of
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vascular and neural integrity after 8 weeks. Although this study
demonstrated the therapeutic advances that can be achieved through 3D
printing, an immunodeficient model was used, and further research is
needed to study healing in response to this therapy. Recently, advances
have also been made towards leveraging 3D printing for personalized
medicine. Russel et al. used a semi-automated portable 3D-printing sys-
tem to extrude acellular gelatin methacryloyl directly into the defect site
[86]. Through this in situ 3D-printing system, the authors were able to
achieve effective integration of the scaffold with the host tissue and
promote native cell infiltration, growth, and differentiation with 4
weeks. This technology opens many possibilities for delivering person-
alized medicine to these irregular defect types.

In addition to nutrient transport, another limitation of 3D printing for
skeletal muscle engineering is the low resolution in guiding proper cell
alignment, as most materials can achieve resolution on the order of
hundreds of microns. To overcome this shortcoming, Arab et al. used
printable, self-assembling peptides to create 3D hydrogel constructs to
promote myogenic differentiation [87]. The authors found that cells
within their peptide hydrogels aligned in response to the structural cues
provided by their synthetic peptides, while cells grew in a random
orientation in their alginate-gelatin controls. These findings indicate that
synthetic peptides can be combined with 3D printing to provide a hier-
archical system of alignment. In a similar manner, Yeo et al. combined 3D
printing with electrospinning to provide micro-scale and nano-scale
structure, respectively, to further guide cell alignment for myogenic
differentiation [88]. The authors printed a PCL framework using
extrusion-based printing, and electrospun PCL nanofibers on top. Inter-
estingly, the collector voltage was altered to fabricate randomly oriented
or aligned electrospun fibers on top of the PCL framework. Finally,
myoblasts encapsulated in an alginate/PEO hydrogel were 3D printed
atop the electrospun layers. PEO was used as a leaching material to create
a porous hydrogel environment for the cells to facilitate nutrient trans-
port. Furthermore, the authors rolled the fabricated cell-laden construct
to mimic the geometry and hierarchical structure of muscle fibers. The
authors observed increased myogenic differentiation in constructs con-
taining electrospun nanofibers compared with constructs containing only
the PCL framework and the cell-laden hydrogel, with the highest levels of
myogenic gene expression observed in constructs containing aligned fi-
bers. In addition, they found that constructs containing aligned electro-
spun fibers produced longer and more highly aligned myotubes on
average compared with the other groups. This study demonstrated the
potential of a hierarchical system of architectural cues to guide cell
alignment and promote myogenic differentiation. ECM components can
also be used to provide a natural hierarchical system of structural and
biochemical cues to guide cell behavior. Kim et al. developed a method of
3D-printing cell-laden collagen hydrogels into a heated glycine/KCl bath
to induce alignment of collagen fibrils within the 3D-printed fibers [89].
Similar to the synthetic peptide work described previously, the authors
were able to induce alignment of the natural collagen molecules to
further promote cell alignment within the lager constructs. The authors
found that cells were much more uniformly aligned in the fibrillated
collagen scaffolds compared with scaffolds that did not undergo the
fibrillation process. In addition, they observed increased myogenic gene
expression in fibrillated collagen constructs compared with the unfi-
brillated control, demonstrating the need for nano-scale structural cues to
guide cell alignment and differentiation. Although 3D printing still has
obstacles to overcome for soft tissue engineering, namely feature reso-
lution, shear-induced cell viability, and reproducibility, measures are
being taken to advance 3D printing and create more sophisticated bio-
mimetic constructs for skeletal muscle engineering applications.

5.5. Decellularized ECM therapies

Therapies that utilize decellularized tissues (dECM) have become
more and more attractive for tissue engineering applications because
they retain biological cues that are difficult to recapitulate with synthetic
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and commercially available natural polymers. Although many dECM
therapies have been translated into the clinic for repair of a number of
tissues, decellularized skeletal muscle remains a challenge to translate
because it is a relatively thick tissue without centralized vasculature. For
this reason, thin-membrane dECM sources, such as small intestinal sub-
mucosa (SIS), have been used to regenerate skeletal muscle instead. Dziki
et al. utilized SIS, urinary bladder, and dermal dECM therapies in a
translational study involving 13 human patients suffering from VML in-
juries [65]. Due to the size limitations of SIS, the therapy was applied
after several reconstructive surgeries and months of physical therapy in
most cases. Metrics for contractile function and tissue remodeling at the
defect site were compared before dECM implantation. Within 6 weeks of
dECM implantation, myogenically differentiated cells were present
throughout the dECM construct, demonstrating cell recruitment and
differentiation. By the end of the study, dECM implantation paired with
aggressive physical therapy resulted in increased muscle formation in all
13 patients, and biopsies revealed myogenic, angiogenic, and neurogenic
differentiation by the conclusion of the 6-month study. In addition, 11 of
13 patients demonstrated increased contractile force production of
20–140%. Although many factors were uncontrolled because of limita-
tions of early clinical testing, the addition of the dECM therapy elicited
dramatic structural and functional restoration that was unachievable by
the previous surgeries undergone by the patients. This study demon-
strates the clear clinical applications of dECM therapies for skeletal
muscle regeneration.

As encouraging as the use of acellular dECM tissue has been in pre-
clinical and clinical work to date, there are still obstacles that should be
addressed. Unmanipulated dECM tissue used for severe muscle injury is
derived from thin tissues (dermis, SIS) and does not have the capacity to
fill and provide support to large defects, which leads to inadequate for-
mation of muscle tissue [90]. Therefore, it is advantageous to take a
multidisciplinary approach by combining dECM with established tissue
engineering scaffold fabrication techniques. SIS and dermis have been
shown to provide a number of biological cues that can promote cell
infiltration in a wide range of tissue types, but it is likely that
muscle-specific growth factors, structural proteins, and architecture
would further improve cell infiltration and differentiation within muscle
defects. For this reason, many efforts have been made to utilize skeletal
muscle dECM in a form that is appropriate for regenerative therapies. In
addition to difficulty in decellularizing skeletal muscle while maintaining
a clinically relevant size and shape, the resulting constructs often do not
retain the mechanical properties which are essential for functional
restoration of skeletal muscle. Therefore, the scaffold fabrication tech-
niques discussed previously have been leveraged with skeletal muscle
dECM to create tunable, bioactive scaffolds for tissue engineering.
Although many therapies have been developed, only a short overview of
studies since 2015 will be discussed here. Patel et al. utilized an elec-
trospun blend of PCL and muscle dECM for the regeneration of muscle in
a mouse VML model [91]. The authors compared this treatment to
electrospun PCL alone and found that the addition of dECM promoted the
presence of M2 macrophages and increased myogenic differentiation.
However, restoration of muscle structure and function were not sup-
ported within the short, 4-week study. To further leverage the
biochemical cues provided by skeletal muscle dECM with the tunable
fiber diameter and alignment afforded through electrospinning, our
laboratory developed a method of fabricating electrospun scaffolds
completely derived from skeletal muscle dECM with tunable physico-
chemical properties [92]. Unlike other natural polymers, the electrospun
dECM system demonstrated enhanced versatility in its innate physio-
logically relevant mechanical properties and degradation kinetics in the
absence of a crosslinking agent. Although in vitro assessment is still
ongoing, previous studies utilizing electrospinning and dECM give us
confidence that the electrospun dECM therapy with support cell
recruitment, alignment, and myogenic regeneration.

Hydrogels derived from skeletal muscle dECM have also been widely
used because of their thermoresponsive behavior and intrinsic gelation
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properties driven by collagen self-assembly. Injectable hydrogels derived
from skeletal muscle dECM have been developed for regenerative ap-
plications in muscle ischemia and muscle defects. Ungerleider et al.
developed an injectable hydrogel system derived from skeletal muscle
that retains many important native matrix components and possesses a
storage modulus in the 5–10 kPa range [93]. In addition, the material is
shear thinning, allowing for the possibility of the hydrogel system to be
injected into the defect site. Rao et al. further expanded on this system by
using it as a delivery vehicle for cells in a mouse ischemia model [94].
The authors demonstrated the feasibility of the dECM hydrogel as an
injectable system, and their results suggested that dECM protects cells
from shear-induced apoptosis and hypoxic conditions in the initial
ischemic environment delivering muscle-specific cues to aid in muscle
and blood vessel repair. Increased perfusion was observed in the
dECM/cell groups by day 35, indicating synergistic interplay between the
muscle-specific cells and the muscle-specific hydrogel. Although an
acellular dECM hydrogel was not included in this study, other studies
have found that skeletal muscle dECM alone increases perfusion in an
ischemia model [95]. For muscle regeneration applications, Fu et al.
developed a method of producing a stable skeletal muscle dECM
hydrogel that can be used as an injectable or mold-cast system [96].
Utilizing the same thermoresponsive properties as the studies afore-
mentioned, the authors were able to demonstrate that their system
formed a stable hydrogel within 30 min of injection into a rat subcu-
taneous model. They also found that they can cast the solution into a
mold to produce a stable yet malleable hydrogel within 30 min at
physiological temperatures. The authors then demonstrated that the
hydrogel could maintain shape fidelity when cast into different geo-
metric molds. Although further research still needs to be conducted,
dECM hydrogels have been shown to exhibit mechanical properties
within the range of native muscle, which provides hope that this system
may be useful as a therapy for muscle regeneration.

As discussed previously, injectable and mold-cast hydrogel systems
have many advantages but are also limited in some ways that can be
overcome by 3D printing efforts such as precision architecture and
porosity. Amazing strides have been made in 3D printing dECM in the
last several years driven by insight on the gelation mechanisms of dECM
and the development of more sophisticated printing methods. Choi et al.
developed a skeletal muscle dECM bioink compatible with extrusion 3D
cell printing without the need for a copolymer support [97]. The authors
were able to demonstrate the control of cell alignment within their dECM
bioinks through modulation of print geometry and fiber diameter; the
smaller the fiber width, the more aligned the cells grew. In addition, it
was observed that dECM bioinks supported greater cell proliferation and
myogenic differentiation than collagen bioinks, indicating that the
bioactivity of matrix components and growth factors was retained
throughout decellularization and bioink preparation. Of particular in-
terest was the retention of agrin within the dECM bioink, which pro-
moted greater formation of acetylcholine receptors (AChR) within
myotubes compared with collagen. AChR are essential for the develop-
ment of NMJs and successful reinnervation of skeletal muscle. Finally,
the authors examined the mechanical properties of their cell-laden con-
structs after 14 days in culture and found that the matrix stiffness was
within the range of native muscle. Encouraged by their findings, the
group went on to conduct further studies to assess the 3D-printed system
in a rat VML model [98]. To improve feature resolution for their rela-
tively low viscosity bioinks, the authors adapted a version of the freeform
reversible embedding of suspended hydrogels method [99] by printing
their bioink into a bath of gelatin granules. As mentioned previously,
limited nutrient transport in hydrogels can lead to hypoxic conditions in
structures greater than 200 μm. Therefore, the authors utilized a coaxial
printing method to fabricate constructs containing a cell-laden skeletal
muscle dECM core surrounded by a cell-laden vascular dECM shell. The
construct was then preconditioned to form a prevascularized muscle
construct before implantation into a rat VML model. The authors
compared 3D-printed, cell-laden muscle dECM constructs with cell-laden
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muscle dECM sponges, which were cut from the initial decellularized
skeletal muscle before bioink preparation. After 4 weeks, muscle regen-
eration was observed in both dECM treatments, with the highest muscle
volume and contractile force restoration (~71%) observed in the
3D-printed group. The authors then compared the prevascularized group
with the cell-laden dECM bioink group. With prevascularization, even
greater muscle regeneration (~79%) and contractile force restoration
(~85%) were observed. In addition, NMJ formation and host neural
integration were observed in the prevascularized group. The results of
these studies epitomize the advances that are being made in the field of
skeletal muscle engineering, and further highlight the benefits of
tissue-specific dECM materials for the structural and functional repair of
skeletal muscle. Although the use of skeletal muscle dECM is still a new
area of research, the innate properties of skeletal muscle and the ad-
vances made in scaffold fabrication techniques have allowed for rapid
advances in fabricating biomaterials with tunable physicochemical
properties that retain key matrix components to support cell recruitment,
proliferation, and differentiation.

6. Methods for assessing skeletal muscle regeneration

6.1. In vitro myogenic differentiation

When developing a new biomaterial for skeletal muscle engineering,
it is first essential to test the biomaterial for cytocompatibility and its
potential to promote myogenic differentiation within an in vitro cell
culture system. Myogenic culture can be performed in static conditions or
in bioreactor systems using a number of different cell types ranging from
myogenic precursor cells (C2C12 mouse myoblasts or L6 rat myoblasts)
to primary multipotent cells (satellite cells or bone marrow-derived stem
cells). When precursor cells overcome the difficulty of isolating and
maintaining primary cells in vivo, they are often associated with low
population differentiation [100]. Assessment of myogenic differentiation
can be performed in several different ways (Table 3), but the most
common analysis is cell morphology and myotube formation via immu-
nofluorescent (IF) labeling. Unlike many other musculoskeletal systems,
an effective assay does not exist to easily and accurately quantify
myogenic differentiation. Therefore, imaging is considered the most
efficient preliminary tool to assess cell alignment and myotube forma-
tion. A number markers can be used, but the most common myogenic
marker for IF is myosin heavy chain (MHC) [63,68,70,76,83,85,88,89,
97,101]. Once myotubes are labeled with MHC, myotubes can be
imaged, and fusion index (percent differentiation) can be calculated by
dividing the number of nuclei (stained with a nuclear stain) colocated in
MHCþ myotubes by the total number of nuclei in the image field. Fusion
index along with myotube width, length, and alignment are often
quantified through image software, such as ImageJ or Photoshop.
Table 3
Methods of assessing myogenic differentiation within in vitro culture systems.

Myogenic
outcome

Marker assessed In vitro analysis
method

Time after
induction

Myotube
formation

─ MHC
─ Desmin
─ α-sarcomeric

actin

Immunofluorescence 3–7 days

Myogenic gene
expression

─ MHC
─ Myf5
─ Myogenin
─ MyoD
─ Sarcomeric actin

Polymerase chain
reaction

3–21 days

Myogenic
protein
production

─ Myogenin
─ Sarcomeric

myosin

Western blotting
ELISA

7–14 days

Force
production

─ Contractile force
produced

Electrical stimulation 7–21 days

NMJs formation ─ AChR Immunofluorescence 14 days
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However, recent research has focused on developing open-source soft-
ware or code to more easily and accurately quantify myotube formation
parameters without incorporating human error or bias [102]. Other
myogenic markers that are commonly used to visualize and assess
myotube formation, include desmin [82,103] and α-sarcomeric actin [82,
85,88,89,101]. In addition, a cytoskeletal actin stain can be utilized to
assess overall biomaterial-guided cell alignment [50,70,72,76,84,87,98].

Myotube formation in vitro often involves growing cells to confluency
in growth media (DMEM þ ~10% FBS) before switching the culture to
differentiation media, which often contains reduced mitogens
(DMEM þ ~2% horse serum or FBS). Myogenic markers tend to be
expressed within the first 3 days of culture in differentiation media, and
myotube formation can be observed within the first 7 days. Imaging is
often executed as a first step in the evaluation of myotube formation.
Additional analyses can then be performed, including polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) to assess myogenic gene expression, western blotting or
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to assess myogenic protein
production, and contraction production in response to electrical stimu-
lation to assess development of NMJs and myotube maturation. Common
markers of myogenic gene expression that are quantified via PCR include
MHC [50,70,82,88,89,94,97,101], myogenic factor 5 (Myf5) [89,97,
101], myogenin [50,70,82,84,88,89,97,101], MyoD [70,82,84,88,89,94,
97,101], and sarcomeric actin [84]. Although not as common, western
blots and ELISAs have been used to assess production of early-stage
myogenic proteins [68,70], which can provide a clearer assessment of
myotube maturation. Finally, formation of NMJs is often assessed
through contractile response to electrical stimulation [63,89,97] or
staining for AChrR [97], which can further indicate myotube maturation.
Although in vitro studies do not provide a complete correlation to the
behavior of the biomaterial system in vivo, analyzing growth and
myogenic differentiation can provide an initial assessment of the
biocompatibility and myogenic potential of a skeletal muscle therapy.
Screening for the induction of proper cell growth, alignment, and
myogenic differentiation may shed light on potential problems that can
be addressed prior to testing muscle regeneration in a complex animal
model.

6.2. In vivo muscle regeneration

As research into skeletal muscle engineering has progressed, in vivo
models for muscle regeneration have become fairly standardized. Initial
studies are often performed in rats, although mouse [104] and rabbit
[105] small animal VMLmodels have also been used. Wu et al. developed
a reproducible rat VML model to provide a standardized platform for
testing skeletal muscle engineering therapies [106]. The TA muscle is the
most common target for VML defects in small animals [63,85,98]. For
preclinical testing in large animals, pigs are commonly used and the
peroneus tertius muscle is targeted for modeling VML defects [107–109].
Regardless of the animal used, the assessment of muscle regeneration in
VML models evaluates several central components (Table 4). Because
reduced force production is a hallmark of VML, isometric torque pro-
duction is often evaluated to assess muscle regeneration. This analysis
often entails securing the animal's foot to a force plate and inserting
sterile electrodes to stimulate the peroneal nerve [61,63,65,85,91,98].
By comparing isometric torque before injury and at set time points, often
4- and 8-weeks after treatment, information can be gathered on the
extent of muscle repair and regeneration of NMJs. Although force pro-
duction is a very important parameter, it should be combined with other
analyses to gain a clearer picture of the effects of the skeletal muscle
therapy on repair.

Upon completion of predetermined time points, target muscles are
harvested, and wet muscle weight is measured, allowing comparisons to
be drawn between no-treatment groups, therapy groups, and contralat-
eral uninjured muscles. From there, histology and IF staining can be
performed. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) paired with Masson's tri-
chrome histological stain can be used to identify the types of cells that



Table 4
Methods of assessing muscle regeneration within in vivo systems.

Outcome Marker assessed Analysis method

Force production ─ Isometric torque Electrical stimulation of
peroneal nerve

Muscle regrowth ─ Muscle weight Weighing target muscle
Cell infiltration ─ Cell morphology

within implant
─ Pax7

H&E histology
Immunofluorescence

Fibrosis ─ Collagen Masson's Trichrome histology
Myotube formation ─ MHC

─ Desmin
─ Dystrophin

Immunofluorescence

Blood vessel
formation

─ CD31
─ vWF
─ α-smooth muscle actin
─ Isolectin

Immunofluorescence

NMJs formation ─ α-bungarotoxin
─ β III tubulin

Immunofluorescence

Immunogenic
inflammation

─ F4/80
─ Mac-3

Immunofluorescence

Pro-inflammatory
macrophage

─ iNOS Western blotting

Ant-inflammatory
macrophage

─ Arginase Western blotting
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have infiltrated the explant and assess the extent of muscle fiber forma-
tion versus fibrosis at the defect site [61,63,70,91,98]. IF labeling can be
used to evaluate myogenic, angiogenic, and neurogenic differentiation
within the defect site. Similar to in vitro assessment of myogenesis using
IF, MHC [61,63,70,85,91,98], desmin [65], and dystrophin [68] can be
utilized. Pax7 has also been utilized to evaluate the restoration of muscle
satellite cells within newly formed tissue [110,111]. To assess angio-
genesis, CD31 [63,91], von Willebrand factor (vWF) [70,85], α-smooth
muscle actin [70,85], and isolectin [70] can be utilized. In addition,
α-bungarotoxin (AChR) [85,98] and β III tubulin [65,98] can be utilized
to assess neurogenesis, whereas F4/80 [70,91] and Mac-3 [70] immu-
nogenic markers can determine if inflammation is occurring in the defect
site because of the presence of macrophages. Although less common,
western blotting can be performed in conjunction with IF to assess the
production of myogenic and immunogenic proteins. MyoD andmyogenin
can be correlated to myogenesis, while heat shock protein-70 (cell
stress), iNOS (pro-inflammatory), and arginase (anti-inflammatory) can
be used to assess the immune response at the defect site. Although other
methods of evaluating skeletal muscle regeneration in vivo exist, the
methods discussed have been highlighted because they have been uti-
lized in research that is paving the way in the field of biomaterials-based
skeletal muscle engineering.

7. Conclusions and obstacles still to overcome

The development of a skeletal muscle therapy that promotes host cell
infiltration, muscle regeneration, blood vessel formation, and reinner-
vation would address a global unmet need. Although current clinical
practices have shown some success in structurally restoring lost muscle,
patients are left with large functional deficits to the injured muscle as
well as surrounding musculoskeletal tissues. The field of biomaterials-
based skeletal muscle engineering has taken large strides in the last
several years to develop sophisticated strategies to regenerate muscle,
blood vessels, and NMJs, with a special focus on restoration of force
production. While structural regeneration should not be discounted as it
plays a large role in psychological healing after trauma, restoration of
functional deficits has been a focus recently after being overlooked for so
long. Advances in 3D printing technology and the use of ECM-derived
polymers are shaping the future of skeletal muscle engineering. With
encouraging results being reported from ongoing preclinical and clinical
research, the door may open for more therapies to enter the regulatory
pathway in the coming years.
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Although skeletal muscle engineering was built on a foundation of
synthetic polymer systems, the future of skeletal muscle engineering may
increasingly rely on combining ECM-derived polymers with scaffold
fabrication techniques that allow for tunable physicochemical properties
and modulation of construct size and architecture to fill the defect site
and support integration with the host tissue. In an ideal scenario, the
biochemical cues from skeletal muscle dECM can be leveraged with the
versatility afforded through modern scaffold fabrication techniques to
create a tunable, protein-rich construct that can provide the necessary
mechanical, topographical, and biochemical cues to promote muscle
regeneration, blood vessel infiltration, and NMJ formation. Most of the
research into these sophisticated biomaterial systems is still in early small
animal stages of research, but the results have created optimism for the
field. A final obstacle to address is the use of cells in preclinical models.
Cell delivery has been used widely in the clinic with mixed outcomes.
The incorporation of cells should not be disregarded, but the flexibility
afforded by an acellular therapy that can be used as an off-the-shelf
product should be striven for. Such a therapy would allow for quicker
surgical intervention and may limit scar formation. Although many years
of research remain before these therapies reach the clinic, the field has
never been closer to developing a strategy to regenerate skeletal muscle
after severe trauma.
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